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By Kristin Accorsi

When considering a legacy piece, the well-designed, timeless 
furniture that will be utilized and enjoyed by generations, an 
antique chest or elegant sitting chair may come to mind. But 
for the customers of BDI, their legacy pieces may now include a 
home entertainment system.

You read that right. No longer the bulky monoliths of the 
past, television consoles by BDI offer a whole new world of 
impressive media options. With sleek, classic lines and equally 
sleek features that can hide a plethora of cables and hookups, 
BDI’s media cabinets add an elevated aesthetic to any home 
entertainment space.

Founded in 1984 by Bill Becker, BDI employs an in-house 
design team at its headquarters just outside of Washington, D.C. 
Led by Associate Design Director Matthew Weatherly, a small 
group of designers generates innovative and original designs 
that also focus on user-friendly features to accommodate our 
ever-evolving technological world. 

BDI, which stands for Becker Design Inc., was born from the 
inspiration of making well-designed furniture more accessible. 
With aesthetically pleasing yet functionally-deficient pieces 
currently on reserve in other showrooms, BDI offers a solution 
with their accessible high-end pieces that serve dual purposes. 
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Take the Corridor console, for example. 
An extremely popular model, Corridor 
is available in four different sizes to 
accommodate a variety of spaces. Its classic 
beauty serves as a stunning entryway cabinet 
just as well as a media console. With louvered 
wood doors and a satin-etched floating glass 
top, the Corridor console provides excellent 
flow-through ventilation disguised with 
beautiful design. 

However, these features aren’t reserved 
for the Corridor console. Every BDI 
entertainment system is built with a number 
of features that BDI made standard in the 
industry. This includes hidden wheels on 
some models to move the furniture where it’s 
needed, feet levelers to account for uneven 
flooring, removable back panels to access 
components, and wire management features 
to keep cords bundled and out of sight. 
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Consoles like BDI’s Tanami seamlessly integrate into any 
room of the home, with modern, sculpted doors that are a 
conversation starter whether used as a buffet table, credenza, 
or television stand. The many purposes of this extraordinary 
piece of craftsmanship heighten the experience that comes with 
owning and using a piece of furniture by BDI. 

As a forward-thinking design company, BDI’s features also 
thoughtfully consider technology that may be at play, including 
adjustable shelving to accommodate different-sized soundbars 
or whatever else you want to store, vibration dampeners 
under the shelves, and airflow features built in four different 
directions to ensure ventilation. Should you utilize your piece 
as a television console, an anchoring safety strap is standard 
for each BDI console to ensure the proper mounting of your 
television to the cabinet.   

Premium, innovative materials such as satin-etched glass ensure 
a durable, fingerproof-free surface while offering a beautiful 
aesthetic. Each piece also makes use of quality woods and other 
well-tested materials, ensuring your BDI media console will 
withstand the test of time.

One of the ways that BDI accomplishes its mission of integrating 
high design with functionality is through its use of “hidden 
sound.” Innovative features such as the use of IR-friendly glass, 

laser-etched or slatted doors, and perforated metal screens 
provide cover for all media-associated gear while still allowing 
heat and sound to escape, and remote signals to get in. 

When considering a new piece for your home entertainment 
space, any addition should serve a purpose, provide a solution, 
and elevate the aesthetic of the room. Through its versatile and 
timeless designs, BDI offers high-end furniture that answers all 
three of those considerations with its dual-purpose, stunning 
pieces. Whether situated as a traditional television console, 
a sophisticated media cabinet for the space beneath your 
mounted TV, or a one-of-a-kind credenza, BDI media consoles 
elevate the home entertainment space. 

While BDI offers high design and forward-thinking pieces 
usually reserved for the showroom, anyone interested in upping 
the aesthetic ante of their space can easily purchase their BDI 
furniture through small online outlets and independent 
retailers located throughout the United States. With timeless 
designs, use of premium materials, and focus on tapping into 
the future of technology, BDI delivers a new arena of multi-
functional legacy pieces to add to the home. 

Visit www.bdiusa.com for a list of online and local retailers 
near you. 
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